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Illmols , . 
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3 Claims. (Cl. 229-62)> 

' This invention relates to a pocket size package for 
storing loose material and including a box or carton and 
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ka pouch therein providing an air tight enclosure for a Y 
body of material such as tobacco. . 
i The general object is to provide a package'of. the above 
character which, as compared to similar prior packages, 
possesses a longer shelf life, is more economical, better 
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retains its air tightness after successive openings and clos-  v 
ings in service use, and which may be formed on high 
speed packaging machinery. ' 
A more detailed object is to achieve air tightness of 

the pouch by double folding of the open end thereof and 
25 

to maintain the folded condition elfectually and without 'l 
adhesives by a novel coaction between the carton walls 
and parts of the fold. . 
Another object is to provide a novel pouch in which 

the entry of the user’s fingers is facilitated by a novelly 
30 

arranged folded edge which is 'left at the pouch opening ‘ 
when the double fold is opened. , 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be~ 
come apparent from the following detailed description 
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, in 
whichl ` ' - " 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a completed package 
' embodying the novel features of the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a section taken along the line 2-2 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a perspective View of the pouch after being 

Opened in service use. , 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross sectional view taken along 

the line 4-4 of Fig. 6. 
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the ñlled pouch before 

closure thereof. 
Fig. 6 is a similar perspective view of the closed pouch. 
Fig. 7 is a section taken along the line 7_7 of Fig. 1. 
The improved package in the form shown in the draw 

ings for purposes of illustration is especially useful for 
containing and protecting a quantity 10 of loose material 
such as tobacco and comprises generally a relatively rigid 
cardboard box or carton 11 housing a pouch or bag 12 
of flexible material partially filled with the measured 
charge 10 and rolled over at its open end to provide a 
double fold 13. The latter provides an air tight closure 
even after being opened and closed repeatedly in service 
use by the pipe smoker. 
The carton 1‘1 is of pocket size and squared rectangular 

shape comprising side Walls 1-4 joined by narrower edge 
walls 15 to form a tube. Flaps 16 (Fig. 7) integral with 
the ends of the side walls are bent into overlapping rela 
tion and adhesively secured together to form the end 
walls of the box after insertion of the pouch ̀ 12 therein. 
The pouch comprises front and rear panels17 and 

18 of flexible heat scalable material such as aluminum 
foil coated with thermo plastic material on their opposed 
faces with the outer side margins thereof sealed together 
under heat and pressure to form side seals 19. The pocket 
thus defined between the panels may be formed from a 
single strip folded, as is well understood in the art to 
form a bellows-like bottom which, when the tobacco or 
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other material is introduced into the pocket expands and 
assumes -a substantially square shape having a flat bot 
tom 20. ì 

‘ At the open end of the pouch, the rear panel 18 is 
extended a short distance beyond the front panel 17 to 
form a ñap 21. 'I'he outer end portion 2'2 of the shorter 
panel 17 forms a second similar flap and for this pur 
pose the heat seals forming the side seams 19 terminate 
at 23 short of the free edge of the panel by an amount 
equal tothe desired Width of the flap 22. 
The pouch construction as above described may be 

formed and ñlled automatically in a machine of the 
character shown in Patent No. 2,649,674. When filled, 
the pouch assumes the form shown in Fig. 5 with the 
upper portions of the panels lying flat against each other. 
To form the double fold 13 and close the pouch, the 
flaps 21 and 22 and the adjacent portions of the panels 
are bent forwardly along a line 24 connecting the upper 
ends 23 of the side seams. Then, the portion thus bent 
is turned reversely and downwardly against the outer sur 
face of the panel 17 thus leaving a fold 25 (Fig. 4) at 
the upper end of the pouch. Next, the end portion at 
the top of the pouch is again bent forwardly along a 
line 26 and finally reversely until the fold 25 comes 
against the outer face of the panel 17 as shown in Figs. 
4 and 6. . l 

At this time, the width of the squared lower end por 
tion of the pouch is substantially equal to the length of 
the carton 11 between the ends 16 but the flattened fold 
13 is somewhat wider than the carton length. That is to 
say, the end portions 27 of the flattened fold 13 project 
outwardly beyond the flattened ends of the pouch bottom. 
To reduce the length of the fold, to conform to the width 
_of the pouch bottom and provide for holding the fold 
closed, the end portions 27 are bent inwardly preferably 
through an angle of substantially 90 degrees so as to 
project forwardly from the fold and lie approximately 
in the planes of the ends of the squared bottom part of 
the pouch. The length of the- fold is then substantially 
equal to the length of the carton. 
In this iinal form of the pouch, the over-all dimen 

sions conform to but are slightly smaller than the com 
partment so that the pouch may be received in the latter 
by endwise insertion through the open end of the carton. 
Upon full insertion to the iinal position shown in Fig. 
7, one of the fold projections 27 will come against the 
bottom 16 of the carton and be held by the latter against 
outward bending. In a similar way, the end wall formed 
by the overlapping «flap 16 as sealed together to close 
the other end of the carton lies adjacent the other one 
of the projections 27. Thus, after insertion of the pouch 
in the carton and closure of the ends of the latter, the 
ends 27 of the double fold are, by coaction with the 
carton walls 16, held against outward bending of the 
double fold 13. As a result, the latter -is maintained ñat 
against the panel 17 throughout the shelf life of the 
package. The pouch thus remains tightly sealed and the 
contents thereof protected. 

After opening of the carton and removal of the pouch, 
the user may open the latter by inserting his thumb be 
tween the panel 17 and the fold 25 and then bending 
the latter outwardly and upwardly to straighten out the 
second fold 28 the parts then being positioned as shown 
in phantom in Fig. 4. Next, the thumb is inserted be 
tween the panel 17 and the free edge of the flap 21 to 
raise the latter and straighten out the ñrst fold 25 with 
out bending the flap 22 away from the panel 17. This 
ñap thus remains turned downwardly as shown in Fig. 
3 thereby leaving a folded over edge 29 at the upper 
end of the panel 17. This facilitates insertion of one’sl 
finger to separate the panels and form an opening 30 



tluîou'gh‘V which a pipe or. thelike. may be insertedio. ref. . 
move the contents of the pouch. 

Once the double folds 25 and 28 have been formed, 
creases ~ along; theflines‘ of folding; remain ~ whenr the: pouch 
is-openedyasshown injFig. 3; It~ easyfthenftoreclose 
the pouch by manually folding the top portion over and 
over and> downwardly along' the creasesy previously 
formed. After bending the ends.` 21 inwardly> to lock 
the double fold closed as shown in Fig, 6, thepouch 
will remain> closed eiîectually while being carried about 
in. the smoker-’s pocket. Such opening and closing of 
the pouch may be repeated numerous. times without de 
tracting from the air‘tightness of the sealv formed by the 
double fold: The latter, itwill> beobserved, is formed 
simply by double bending of the pouchpanelsandwith 
>out` thev necessity of using., tacky adhesive to. which the 
contents would adhere and prevent effective reclosure 
`of the pouch. Y . 

I j claim. as my invention: 
1. The combination of,.a bag of flexible heat scalable 

.material comprising. two opposed. side panels, onepro. 
jecting a short distance beyond> the end of the other 
whereby to formfa flap, and heat seals joining said panels 
along their side margins» and forming side seams which 
terminate. short of the top of said short panel> whereby 
the unsealed end portiony ofv said short panel forms a 
second flap, said flaps and the adjacent portions'of said 
panels being bent reversely substantially along a trans 
fverse line joining the ends of said seams to fold said 
l’flaps-fiat against the outer surface of said short panel 
.while permitting independent unfoldingof said' ñrst flap 
to leave the shorter flap lying against said short panel. 

2. An ̀air tight package comprising a generally> rectan 
gular carton having spaced walls joined by. narrower 
Walls, a pouch in said carton composed of two panels 
offñexible materialheat sealed together along their side 
»margins and joined :along their lower edges by a folded 
portion which forms an expanded bottom,_and' a body 
of loose material compacted into the bottom portion of 
said pouch ̀ and expandingthe same to a squared' shape 
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vflllingmnt‘.. endoisaidcarton, the upper end portionof 
said pouch being ilattened and folded over and over to 
form a substantially ñat double fold constituting a seal 
with said double fold being disposed wholly above said 
material and lying in a generally vertical plane, the end 
portions of said double foldbeing turned inwardly sub 
stantially at right angles to the‘p'lane of said double fold 
and lyingadjacentf saidnarroweríwallsfsol asI to'be held 
thereby against outward bending whereby to prevent un 
folding ; off said" seal;` 

' 3'. An air tight package comprising a pouch composed 
of ilexible panels heat sealed together along their side 
margins-and- joined-Íalong-.thein lower edges by ‘a folded 
portion which forms an. expanded bottom, a body of loose 
material compacted> in said'bottom; the upper end portion 
of said pouch being flattened and folded over and over to 
form a double fold with said double fold being disposed 
whollyfabofvessaid materialv and lying inta generally verti 
calv plane, the end. portions of said double-fold being 
bent' inwardly,- »at least through a right angle relative to 
said plane, and an enclosure receiving said pouch and 
havinga wall coacting with` said end-portions to hold the 
latter bent> and thereby to maintain the straightenedzcon 
>dition ofsaid fold. 
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